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Special Tribute

WE CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF MICHAEL J FERRY
Michael Ferry was born in Liverpool UK on 15 January 1941.
Educated at Walton Technical College and studied Engineering at
Liverpool Polytechnic earning a National Diploma in Mechanical
Engineering.
He suffered an accident at the age of 20 that left him paraplegic
and he had to abandon his plans to become a Ships Engineer and
followed instead an office bound career in engineering design. At
the age of 26 he left the UK to travel the world and ended up
eventually in South Africa finding employment in Springs in the
telecommunications industry. This lasted for six years before he
became restless and set off to travel through Africa with his new
wife Eliska Puczkova, an artist and writer from Czechoslovakia.
They eventually landed in Malawi and he soon became involved with setting up an organisation to
combat the effects of polio suffered by African children. This endeavour took over his life and he
established workshops throughout the country making walking aids, wheelchairs and callipers for
disabled children. He also became involved with setting up polio vaccination programmes in
partnership with Save the Children Fund. The success of these ventures, funded principally
through Rotary International, inspired the establishment of the PolioPlus Campaign which has all
but eradicated Polio in most countries of the world.
His efforts in Malawi earned international recognition and in 1984 he was received in audience by
Pope John Paul at the Vatican. He was also presented with a Melvin Jones Fellowship by Lions
International for dedicated humanitarian service.
Following his work in Malawi he was contracted by the United Nations “Impact” Programme on
Avoidable Disability. In this capacity he travelled to many countries in Africa initiating Primary
Healthcare programmes in rural communities.
Upon his return to South Africa he took up a position as Director of the Heart Foundation. He also
worked for a number of different organisations mainly in the health sector as well as working as
Director of Development for the Democratic Party (Now the DA).
He had extensive experience in Fund-Raising and media and he raised more than $30 million for
the various organisations that he has worked with.
He had a diploma in Management Studies from the University of Liverpool and a BSc degree in
Health Administration. He was on the Advisory Board for Liverpool Community Health Trust.
He was a Rotarian for 33 years and was a Past President of Durban Musgrave and Durban
Thekwini Clubs. He was awarded a Paul Harris Fellowship for services to Rotary. He returned to
the UK in 2012 following the death of his wife Eliska. He is survived by a daughter, Misha.
When he joined our E-Club of South Africa One in February 2014, he was so happy to be a part of
Rotary again after an absence of almost two years. He had investigated a number of Clubs in
Liverpool buy they all held their meetings in venues quite inaccessible for Michael.
Until he became ill and was no longer able to attend our GoToMeetings, he had the same humour
that we had become accustomed to during his time in Durban.
During my year as District Governor he served on our District Membership Committee and he was
always full of ideas on how we should grow our membership.
Mike will be particularly remembered in our E-Club for initiating the Project Dignity SUBZ link with
the Rotary Club of Liverpool Garston [now Liverpool South] which has resulted in donations from
that Club for the past 3 years – R40 745 in total.
Mike died in August after a lengthy illness. REST IN PEACE dear Friend and Fellow Active Rotarian.
Gerald Sieberhagen, President, Rotary E-Club of South Africa One
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No 8
Dear E-Club members and OUTA SPACE
readers
Throughout October, Rotary Economic and
Community Development Month, we’re
celebrating our progress and commitment to
helping grow local economies.
To promote growth and development of local
economies and communities, the United
Nations (U.N.) Millennium Development Goals
encourage us to focus on eradicating poverty,
uplifting and empowering women, creating
global partnerships for development, and
ensuring environmental sustainability.
According to the 2014 U.N. progress report,
extreme poverty has been reduced by half,
women’s status in the labour market is
improving, the debt burden on developing
countries remains stable and the use of
technology continues to grow with almost
three billion people online and seven billion
mobile-cellular subscriptions.
Nearly 800 million people live on less than
$1.90 a day. Rotary members are passionate
about providing sustainable solutions to
poverty.
Our members and the Rotary Foundation
work to strengthen local entrepreneurs and
community leaders, particularly women, in
impoverished communities.
We provide training and access to well-paying
jobs and financial management institutions.
Rotary supports investments in people to
create measurable and enduring economic
improvement in their lives and communities.
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The Rotary Foundation enables Rotarians to
invest in people by creating sustainable,
measurable and long term economic
improvements in their communities and
livelihoods by:
1. Building the capacity of entrepreneurs,
community leaders, local organizations, and
community networks to support economic
development in impoverished communities;
2. Developing opportunities for productive
work;
3. Reducing poverty in under-served
communities;
4. Supporting studies for career-minded
professionals related to economic and
community development.
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Dear Fellow Rotarians
We were saddened to receive the
news on Wednesday that our E-Club
member, Michael JP Ferry, has been
called to higher service after quite a
long illness. Mike never lost his sense
of humour, and this, together with his
great commitment to Rotary, will be
sorely missed. However, by now he
would already have gathered a great
many Rotarians around him – he now
just needs to slow down on his efforts
to recruit more members to join him!!!
We are currently involved with our 3rd
project with the Rotary Club of
Liverpool, South which was initiated by
Mike when he visited their Club in
2015. Perhaps we should rename this
project ‘The Michael Ferry SUBZ
project’. One cannot easily measure
what a difference this has made in the
lives of the young girls who have
benefited from SUBZ packs that have
been provided to them which has
enabled them to attend school
regularly. Thanks must of course also
go to the members of the Rotary Club
of Liverpool South who have continued
to support this project. Long may it
continue!

The volunteers in Australia as well as the
volunteers who travelled to South Africa spent
many hours sorting and packing the items for
the container that was delivered to South Africa.
They also held several fundraisers to cover some
of the costs that were not sponsored. However,
with all these container donations there are
always unexpected costs that are not budgeted
for. With this container there was also an
amount of ±R8 000 that was not budgeted for.
Now it would not have been fair to expect
Charmaine and her volunteers to also foot this
bill so the AG in the Welkom area asked the
clubs there, who had benefited from the
donations for their communities to make a
contribution towards the shortfall. This is where
the true spirit of Rotary comes to the fore.
Without hesitation, the Rotary Clubs of
Goldfields Sunset, Welkom, Flamingo-Welkom
and Odendaalsrus have made a contribution.
Our E-Club was fortunate to receive some toys,
clothing and 200 spectacles for distribution to
worthy beneficiaries and we had no hesitation in
contributing towards the shortfall. After all, 200
brand new spectacles that will enable 200
people to see better is an exceptional gift. [A
monetary value of 200 spectacles at say R100
each = R20 000 is a way to measure what we are
getting for R1 600 but the measurement of the
benefit to the recipients is not as simple BUT
without a doubt FAR GREATER]. We have
allocated our 200 spectacles as follows: 60 to
McCord’s Eye Clinic to be handed over on World
Sight Day in 2 days time, 35 to our Port Alfred
Cluster; 35 to Keith Kirton’s Optometry in White
River; 35 to FDSA in Velddrif which leaves 35 for
distribution when the need arises. Please let me
know if you are aware of a worthy beneficiary.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
while you………………..
Have Fun
Gerald
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TOPIC of the Week duties and the dates for GoToMeeting
are highlighted in larger print to ensure that members do
not overlook them

TOPIC of the Week
ROSTER
OCT to DEC 2017
Please send your TOPIC of the Week to
President Gerald Sieberhagen, by at least
the THURSDAY preceding the date of your
turn. It makes it easier if Rotarians send in
their TOPIC of the Week well ahead of time
so that Gerald gets it to our webmaster in
good time.

THIS IS YOUR REMINDER
Thank you to the following volunteers!
PLEASE NOTE YOUR DATE

9th Oct – Andisha Maharaj √
16th Oct – Brian Savage
23rd Oct – Murna van der Merwe
30th Oct – Charmaine Wheatley
6th Nov – Angela Savage √
13th Nov – Lindiwe Mvubu
20th Nov – Mike Millard
27th Nov – Hans Hon
4th Dec – John Fannin
11th Dec – Zwakele Ngubane
18th Dec – Peter Mugisha

GoToMeeting
@ 19h00
TUESDAY
17TH OCT – PSYLC Students
31ST OCT – Mary Carey – Equine &
Animal Healing Touch
14TH NOV – Patrick Coleman – Regional
Rotary Foundation Coordinator Zone
20a
28TH NOV – DG’s visit
12TH DEC – Holiday Mode
16th JAN –
30th JAN –
13th FEB –
27th FEB –
13th MAR –
27th MAR –
10th APR –
24th APR –
15th MAY –
29th MAY –
12th JUN –
26th JUN –
During the week preceding the GTM, the
login details REMINDER will be emailed to
each member.

If you have any suggestions for a
Guest Speaker at one of our
GTM’s please let President
Gerald know
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DATES TO REMEMBER
BIRTHDAYS

ANNIVERSARIES

OCT
11th – Angie Mitchell
20th – Jabulile Ngubane
21st – Alecia Stead
24th – Michael Chen
26th – Greg Cryer
29th - Anita Kistnasamy
30th – Philip Hedley

OCT
14TH – Amanda & Giel van Rooyen
31st – Greg & Lindsay Cryer

UPCOMING EVENTS
2017
Thursday 12th October – World Sight Day
Friday 13th October – Global Handwashing Day at EPS [Ekuthuleni Primary School]
Friday 13th October – Show you care by wearing a hat for Children needing Hospice and
Palliative Care
Tuesday 24th October – World Polio Day – possible END POLIO NOW collection on Saturday
11th November at Windermere Centre
17th – 19th November – DISCON at Champagne Sports in Drakensberg – Liaise with
MONIQUE LABAT
Sunday 19th November – World Toilet Day
Tuesday 28th November – DG’s visit
2018
15th

–

18th

March – AG Training and POETS

22nd March – World Water Day
22nd April – Earth Day and deadline day for planting a tree
28th May – Menstrual Health Day
30th May – 2nd June – 3rd ICPCN Conference, Durban, South Africa
2019
TH
TH
th
20 to 25 Jan – 10 World Rotary Cricket Festival in Melbourne
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PEACE DAY CELEBRATION AT EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL (EPS) – Irene Kotze
“Peace is a weekly, a monthly process gradually changing opinions, slowly eroding old barriers, quietly
building new structures” (John F Kennedy). Those were the words going through my mind while looking
at the pictures that the learners of grade 4 to 7 at EPS had drawn. The dove featured in a lot of their
pictures. It is the new generation that is looking for peace and mainly peace in their home and their
environment is what they crave for. Peace to children at that age means a home where there is love,
laughter and quiet moments of just feeling good about all that is around.
EPS had set a competition to the learners to write about PEACE and to celebrate Peace Day. On Tuesday
President Gerald and I attended their Peace Day Ceremony and the presentation of the winners from
grade 4 & 5 and 6 & 7.
It was amazing to hear the use of perfect English and the dedication to peace in the speeches of all the
winners of the contests from grades 4 to 7. Congratulations to the learners who made such an effort to
put their true feelings into words and shared with us and their co-learners what PEACE means to the
children in today’s society. The speeches were excellent.
A lesson to us - we either don’t know or prefer to ignore it – was a sketch performed by learners which
showed us what happens in a lot of families where alcohol abuse is rife and exploitation of children is a
daily occurrence in the townships. On a lighter note, the rhythmic gymnastics performance by the
learners was a delight to watch. Again I was wondering how these children with very little resources can
put together such a great performance. It was absolutely wonderful to watch them.
It was very special ROTARY morning. The event was organised by a committee of teachers; our
Interact/EarlyAct facilitator, Nokuthula Mvubu played her part as did the principal, and member of our EClub, Sambulo Khalala. The Programme Director, Miss Anam Sandla, ensured that the various activities
proceeded on time – such a bubbly person. The President of the EarlyAct Club of Ekuthuleni Primary
School, Lulwando Mawonga, appropriately thanked all for attending and participating.
We talk about PEACE: A simple word filled with complexity and meaning!
Below left & centre: Nokuthula Mvubu with youngsters giving their Peace speeches.
Listening to them took Gerald and I back to when we first started literacy, especially
reading skills at Ekuthuleni PS under the guidance of Nareshini and the watchful eye of
Sambulo and Penny and thankfully with the willing financial support of Alan Francis and
RC Armidale Central. On the right – the effervescent Programme Director, Anam Sandla
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PEACE DRAWINGS – Mean many different things to different learners
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Photographs of these
drawings don’t really do
justice to them – the
detail in most of them is
excellent.
Maybe an artist lurks
amongst these young
primary school children
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EKUTHULENI ACTIVITIES – Coastal Beach Clean-up

EARLYACT CLUB OF EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL AND INTERACT CLUB OF Sixteen

Nokuthula

Mvubu

reports: Sixteen EarlyActors and Interactors
joined forces with other
learners from different
schools to participate in
Woolworths
Coastal
Beach clean-up. The
clean-up fulfilled its
objectives, namely, to
remove micro beads
from the beaches, to
collect information about
micro beads and to
promote water pollution
prevention efforts. Micro
beads are a serious contributor to water pollution and there is urgency across the
world to take quick action to eliminate
them as an ingredient in beauty products
and also in saving the environment.
Micro beads are tiny, non-biodegradable
plastic spheres that are widely used in
face and body scrubs to deliver the
exfoliating action. Barely visible to the
human eye, it is the minute size of the
micro bead that is causing the big
problem. In astronomical numbers, they
flow down our sinks and baths through
sewerage systems to water treatment
plants that are unable to filter them out.
Ultimately, they end up as a
major contributor to the toxic
plastic soup in our oceans, and
also in fresh water systems
thereby endangering marine and
aquatic life. The day was a
success as we managed to
collect many micro beads.
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EKUTHULENI ACTIVITIES - ARBOR WEEK

During Arbor Week, which is recognised in South Africa from 1-7 September annually, Ekuthuleni
Primary School learners celebrated the event by giving speeches, poems and they also planted a
tree.

These activities highlighted the important role of trees in creating a sustainable development in our
environment and also to emphasize the importance of recycling, re-using and reducing.
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EKUTHULENI ACTIVITIES – International Literacy day
8th September was International Literacy Day. Learners and educators celebrated the
day by emphasizing the importance of literacy.

The benefits of literacy and
reading are clearly evident at
Ekuthuleni Primary School.
They do not just pay lip service
to this very important aspect
of Education but give it adequate attention.
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ST THOMAS CHILDREN’S HOME DISTRICT GRANT with ROTARY CLUB of MONT
ALBERT AND SURREY HILLS D9810
Refurbishment Report
Before and after pictures of Phase 1 – refurbishment of the ECD Center. The site has been inspected by Mr Mervin
Ogle and Rtn Nareshini Ranganthan. As per the contract for refurbishment, work has been satisfactorily completed
within the allocated time frame. Final site visit was conducted on Thursday 21 st September 2017.

ECD Center before & after Pictures
1. Painting of Walls Varnish & repairs to windows & installation of Blinds.

2. Installation of Shelving. Mount Cabinets refit & repaint.
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ST THOMAS CHILDREN’S HOME DISTRICT GRANT with ROTARY CLUB of MONT
ALBERT AND SURREY HILLS D9810 cont
3.Plumbing in existing toilets, single storage unit , affix wooden rails & metal rounded hooks in toilet.

\
ECD Furniture and Educational Material Report
ECD Center. ECD furniture and Educational material has been delivered and set up has been completed. The site has
been inspected by Mr Mervin Ogle and Rtn Nareshini Ranganthan.
1. Delivery of Resources & ECD furniture & equipment

2. Set up ECD Furniture & equipment
New tables and chairs
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ST THOMAS CHILDREN’S HOME DISTRICT GRANT with ROTARY CLUB of MONT
ALBERT AND SURREY HILLS D9810 cont
Mattress racks & mattresses. Bag holder cubicles

Mounted shelving, storage units

Categorised and packed resources & equipment

Our E-Club has successfully partnered with overseas Rotary Clubs to
benefit from their District Grants.
Our first one was with Liverpool Garston, then with Armidale Central,
then again with Liverpool Garston, now Liverpool South and now this
latest District Grant with Mont Albert and Surrey Hills totalling R126K.
Like the other District Grants mentioned above, this grant will make a
large difference in the lives of the beneficiaries.
We have been fortunate to have enthusiastic overseas Rotarians who
have ensured that these projects, with the assistance of our members,
have been successfully completed.
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RHINO RUN at KENTON-ON-SEA
EARLYACT CLUB OF EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL AND INTERACT CLUB OF Sixteen
Busy Saturday for Interact Club of Port Alfred High School. The annual Rhino Run was again held in Kentonon-Sea on Saturday 23rd of September. The 12km beach run in aid of the Chipembere Rhino Conservation
Project is a rather strenuous event but was enjoyed by all. Interactors raised a total of R2 200 and the effort
is greatly appreciated and can only be applauded.
From left to right: Jo Wilmot, Alizwa Tuko, Britney Hawkins, Dr Fowlds, Monique Muller, Junior Dyantjie,
Lavela Dingela and in the bottom photo nearing the end of the race.
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LINDIIWEMVUBU reporting on activities at NINGIZIMU SCHOOL
LINDIWE
Our involvement with CROW [Centre for Rehabilitation of Wildlife]
We donated 20 traditional bead necklaces to CROW. They actually placed an order with me and
my Girl Guides to make 20 bead necklaces and tell them the price. We decided to donate the
necklaces. CROW do wonderful Educational Programmes and involve school children. They
normally invite hundreds of our school learners at no cost. On top of that they give us gifts, like
nice caps. We are proud of the work that CROW does.
We are offering a free back massage to three of their overseas volunteers who are working at
CROW and paying for their own accommodation. They are worthy volunteers.
PAMPER DAY FOR AUSSIE VOLUNTEERS

Charmaine Wheatley
recently presented
Lindiwe Mvubu with
a washing machine
to assist with the
laundering of the
towels.
Doing beadwork at
the school is a study
in concentration but
the learners produce
items
that
are
marketable.
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AUSSIES – The Musical rehearsal at Ningizimu SS

EARLYACT CLUB OF EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL A

GLOBAL HANDWASHING DAY at EPS -13 October 2017
Although officially, Global Handwashing Day is on Sunday 15 October
this year, Ekuthuleni Primary School
will be promoting handwashing on
Friday 13th October.
This global day of advocacy is
dedicated to increasing awareness
and understanding of the importance
of handwashing with soap as an effective and affordable way to
prevent diseases and save lives. The theme for this year is "our
hands, our future!" Excellent resources to help plan events in your
area are available at GlobalHandwashingDay.org
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NEWS FROM WESTBOURNE SEPTEMBER 2017 – David Tilling reporting
EARLYACT CLUB OF EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL AND INTERACT CLUB OF Sixteen
After a week of very variable weather in the UK, I didn’t relish a predawn wake up call to go and
assist the Rotary Club of Westbourne on Sunday 16 September with their first participation in the
annual Dorset Bike Ride fund-raiser in aid of Cancer Research UK. Over £15,000 was raised. A
marvelous achievement!
As some of you will know, once you are up and outside at dawn it’s surprisingly pleasant and my
30-minute drive to the start was enhanced by my first wild life sighting of buck in the UK. No kudu
warning signs here but stag signs on the narrow country roads so having had close shaves with
buck and once with a giraffe at night near Jozini, I didn’t break the speed limit: just as well. I found
a stag and several does grazing on the verge in the predawn gloom. Although the SA road signs of
kudu are the same size as the UK
ones, European deer are much
smaller but could still wreck your
car if you hit one, I imagine.
On the left is yours truly wearing
an eye catching bright yellow
(what they call hi res here) jacket
was assigned to marshal the traffic
in and out of the farm where the
ride started and finished.
The hat was to keep my head
warm and dry if it rained. Halfway
through my stint I was informed
that I could not control traffic
without the appropriate insurance

and therefore what I was doing
was illegal. By then it was too
late as most of the serious riders
had long gone and the social
riders didn’t mind a short holdup if cars came by.
Over 600 riders registered for
the race and ages ranged from
under 10 years to some elderly
uncles and aunties. There were
also an impressive number of
lady riders. There were 8
distances between 102 and 10
miles and pelotons departed
every few minutes between 8
and 10.15am and most riders
started off most enthusiastically.
I hope to participate in the
ground handling again in 2018.

An early morning bike ride in sunny England.
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TREE & FLOWER PAGE
David Tilling reports: Bournemouth and especially
Westbourne, the ‘village’ squeezed between it and
Poole are renowned for their flower displays in
public places in the Spring and Summer each year
and they are also frequent winners of Britain in
Bloom competitions. So it was no surprise when
Spring came around this year to find the normally
empty Winter flower beds beginning to bloom
again.

The Rotary Club of Westbourne sponsors a couple of
sites in prominent places such as outside the public
library.

And one of the main streets with plaques showing
which organisation sponsored them.

As well as hanging baskets in the
Victorian arcade, Rotary collection
boxes are also placed in several places,
notably in one of the 3 pubs in the
village.
The flowers certainly give a lift to the
village and are a way for the Club to
draw attention to itself and, for the
inquisitive, to find out about them.
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When Patients Know Best – Bill Gates
•

Published on September 29, 2017

Bill Gates
Co-chair, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
A few years ago, I met with a group of doctors and scientists
in Tanzania to discuss the challenge of getting more people
on HIV treatment. Huge progress has been made in the fight
against HIV through increased access to lifesaving AIDS drugs
for millions of people around the world. And yet, only half of
the 37 million people living with HIV are receiving treatment.
As we talked about possible solutions to this problem, Tom
Ellman of Doctors Without Borders stepped forward to share
what his organization had learned about a new approach to
delivering HIV treatment. He spoke briefly—just 5 minutes—
but as soon as he had finished, I thought: Far more people should be doing this.
The innovation Tom described wasn’t a new technology. It was a way of simplifying HIV treatment to
make it more efficient and responsive to the needs of the patients. (And as I note below, the groups
highlighted in this video are just one example of the approach Tom told me about.)
Last week, I asked Tom to share his organization’s story in New York City at Goalkeepers, an event to
celebrate global health and development successes and focus on what challenges remain, including
in the fight against HIV.
Tom told the audience about Mozambique, where Doctors Without Borders has been working in
support of the government on HIV since 2003. When HIV treatment was first rolled out, the
government followed a traditional approach. Doctors working in centralized clinics controlled the
care and treatment for HIV patients. In a country where one in 10 adults was living with HIV, clinic
staff were so overburdened that they often could spend just a few minutes with each patient.
Patients regularly travelled hours to reach clinics and waited in long lines to receive care.
While the program was successful in putting thousands of patients on treatment for the first time, it
wasn’t serving the needs of the patients as well as it could. Not surprisingly, many patients—about
30 percent—dropped off treatment.
In 2007, small groups of HIV patients from villages around Tete, Mozambique, decided to challenge
this approach. Instead of walking for hours every month to pick up their antiretroviral (ARV)
medication, they would send one of their group to pick up drugs for all the other group members on
a rotating basis. And that’s how a new model of care, known as the Community antiretroviral
therapy (ART) Groups (CAGs), got started.
Reduced wait times and less frequent visits to the clinic made getting HIV treatment easier, and
more patients stayed on treatment and stayed healthier. It also eased the burden on the country’s
overloaded health care system, giving staff more time to focus on patients who needed the most
help.
With clear evidence that these new models of care were making a difference, Doctors Without
Borders worked with Mozambique’s Ministry of Health to expand these groups across the country.
The Community ART Groups are just one example of what’s known as “differentiated models of
care,” which are now being applied in many different ways and settings across Africa. In other
countries, communities operate their own pharmacies to distribute HIV medication or have adapted
approaches to meet the specific needs of the patients and their communities. CONT ON PAGE 19
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When Patients Know Best – Bill Gates

EAR
FROM PAGE 18
“The essence of these models is very simple. You listen to patients, you trust them, and adapt your
services to their needs. You simplify things, you de-medicalize things,” Tom says. It’s pretty striking
to hear a doctor talk about reducing the role of doctors in treatment—but the results speak for
themselves.
This approach also became a real catalyst for our foundation. Although we don’t fund Doctors
Without Borders, it inspired us to take a bigger role in spreading differentiated models to other
countries.
What impresses me about Tom is that he is always looking to build on the progress that’s been
made. “If the goal is to provide treatment to everyone who needs it, the world needs to go further.
We need to adapt models of care for the hundreds of millions left behind in conflict zones, in fragile
states, for migrants and refugees,” he said.
Next, Doctors Without Borders is eager to see how these new models of patient-centered care could
be used to improve treatment for other diseases like tuberculosis or to expand access to vulnerable
and marginalized groups including sex workers, migrants and those caught in conflict areas. These
models could also be adapted to family planning or non-communicable diseases.
Tom’s vision is to develop health care systems based on trust and equal partnership between health
professionals and communities. By empowering communities, he imagines a world where “leaving
no one behind” is not just a slogan. Thanks to the work of Tom, his colleagues, and the patients
they’re partnering with, it is on the way to becoming a reality.
This originally appeared on gatesnotes.com.

TRIVIA
Snippet from Aadila Sabat
I sincerely hope that you are well and my apologies for the
delayed response - the blood bank that I work at is supplying the
blood to the injured in Las Vegas and we have been overwhelmed
by the communities support.
ZAPP FAMILY VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcjH8Y6S8Nrj12NGhYuOQRQ
A short video about their ongoing travels in their 1928 Graham Paige Vintage car
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BACK PAGE
Request from Nareshini Ranganthan.
“I have managed to secure a
sponsorship for the painting of the
entrance/reception at St Michaels. I
would like to now make this area
aesthetically pleasing. I am therefore
appealing for the following:
1. Framed Pictures for the walls
2. A small notice board - general info
for the women
3. White board - important notices
for staff and residents of home.
4. Chairs/couches/small side tables if
possible for visitors to the homes.
At present we have newly painted
walls only. I have secured a sponsor
for the curtains. I would like to have
this area sorted by end November.
Please advise how best you able to
assist.”

Celebratory dates in October:
Tues 10th - World Mental Health Day
Wednesday 11th - International Day of
the Girl Child
Thursday 12th - World Sight Day
Saturday 14th - World Standards Day
Sunday 15th - Pregnancy and Infant
Loss Remembrance Day
Sunday 15th - Global Handwashing Day
Monday 16th - World Food Day
Tuesday 17th - International Day for
the Eradication of Poverty
Monday 23rd Mole Day
Tuesday 24th - United Nations Day
Thursday 26th - Intersex Awareness Day
Sunday 29th - National Cat Day (US)
Tuesday 31st - Halloween

WHAT A SELECTION –
SURELY AT LEAST HALF OF
THEM CAN BE IGNORED
NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM AT ITS FINEST…

Miracle cure kills fifth patient

Monique Labat advises about the trees to be planted at St Michaels Home for
Abused Women. The indigenous tree I donated is a knob thorn or Knoppiesdoring
and in Zulu umKhaya. It is a deciduous tree, up to 30m tall, with a rounded or
spreading crown. Young twigs growing in a zigzag fashion. The bark is yellowish and
peeling on young twigs but dark brown with black prickles on prominent knobs on
older branches and these disappear with age. The paired black hook thorns are on
the lower branches. The flowers are cream to yellowish white spikes up to 100mm
long, appearing before or with new leaves, made up of sessile flowers.
The fruit is dark brown and thinly textured, splitting pod borne in pendant
clusters. The knob thorn flowers from August to November and fruiting takes place
from January to June. The pods are a favourite with the brown-headed parrot which
opens it up to get to the unripe seeds. The larvae of the dusky charades butterfly
live on this tree. A good quality firewood producing long-lasting coals which give off
intense heat.
The bark contains 15% tannin compounds and is used for tanning leather.
The other tree is an avocado tree.

And now we are once again OUTA SPACE

